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Richel D'Ambra Spa And Salon 

"Skin & Body-care"

Located in the very beautiful Ritz-Carlton Philadelphia, the Richel D'Ambra

Spa And Salon is the perfect getaway from the tensions and worries of

daily life. This salon and spa offers patrons a blend of ancient therapies

with modern and innovative techniques that will make you feel refreshed.

The staff here pamper patrons using the best quality creams and essential

oils for massages and other body treatments. Opt for facials and

treatments separately or select from packages like the 'Anti-Stress' and

'Detoxify, Reduce & Purify', depending what your skin and body needs. If

you want to glow like a pearl while walking down the aisle, you might

want to consider the exclusive wedding packages they offer for brides-to-

be.

 +1 215 523 8035  www.richeldambra.com/  info@richeldambra.com  10 Avenue of the Arts, 3rd

Floor, Ritz-Carlton Hotel

Philadelphia, Philadelphia PA
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André Richard Salon 

"Glorious Mane"

Hair is an extension of one's personality and style. A good hairstyle will

just enhance your looks while a bad one will make you cringe with

embarrassment. André Richard Salon is considered to be among the best

in town. Headed by André Richard Baldini, you can choose the type of

stylist you want and discuss the style you are looking for. Based on the

consultation, they will weave their magic on your tresses. From trendy

cuts to coloring and treatments, you can be assured of an excellent

service at this acclaimed salon.

 +1 215 735 1590  andrerichardsalon.com/  appointment@andrerichard

salon.com

 1218 Locust Street,

Philadelphia PA
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Salon Vanity 

"Trendsetters"

Salon Vanity is among the best in town for trendy hair cuts and styling.

Established in 2005 by Edmondo Blando, this chic salon will pamper your

tresses with quality products and transform your looks with beautiful cuts.

Their expert staff will ensure that the style suits your personality and will

also offer advice on how to maintain your mane. Take a sip of wine while

you wait for your turn and let their work speak for itself.

 +1 215 925 2211  salonvanity.com/  info@salonvanity.com  1701 Walnut Street, 3rd

Floor, Philadelphia PA
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Richard Nicholas Hair Studio 

"Trendy Hair Styles"

Set in a townhouse, Richard Nicholas Hair Studio opened its doors in 1971.

Following the latest European trends, this salon is helmed by Nicholas

Berardi Sr. Their creative and talented stylists will weave their magic on

your tresses, giving them a personality of their own and enhancing your

looks. From stylish cuts to coloring and more, you can be assured that

your hair will be well taken care of. The aqua themed color gives this chic

salon a refreshing look. Appointments are recommended.

 +1 215 567 4790  richardnicholas.com/  1716 Sansom Street, Philadelphia PA
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Giovanni & Pileggi 

"Tress Experts"

Giovanni & Pileggi is the brainchild of Giovanni Mele and opened its doors

in 1997. This acclaimed salon is known for their trendsetting cuts and

styles. Let their expert stylists groom your hair and transform it into a

vibrant extension of your personality. Whether you have a frizzy or a dull

hair, no matter what type of mane you have, they have a solution for it

with various treatments. Feel pampered by the attention given and the

excellent service at this chic salon. They also offer makeup application

and eyebrow shaping.

 +1 215 568 3040  www.giovannipileggi.com/  308 South 12th Street, Philadelphia PA
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